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All-season - the essentials from La 
Passione Cycling Couture for the start 
of the new season 
 
The days may be getting shorter this time of year, but 
we know that the desire to get out on your bike is just as 
strong. That’s why La Passione Cycling Couture has 
designed two essential pieces to combat the 
temperature changes and ever-changing weather 
conditions. These items have one thing in common: 
breathability, protection and lightness. 
 
The PSN LS Rain Jersey 
Made from a fabric composed of a 3-layer membrane, 
the PSN LS Rain Jersey is light with an elasticated top 
which makes it the perfect item for the days when it's 
cooler or a little drizzly as it's waterproof and breathable. 
Three generous pockets positioned on the back provide 
enough room for your ride must-haves. This all-year-
round piece is completed with a rear waterproof, laser-
cut storm flap and an internal silicone coating for a snug 
fit. 
 
Windproof & packable 
Joining the ALL-SEASON family are two new items, the 
windproof Gilet and Jacket, indispensable in any 
situation, and even more practical as they can be folded 
and popped into a pocket to carry with you. 
 
The Windproof Gilet is perfectly suited to colder 
climates. On windy days or in unpredictable weather, its 
outstanding lightness, combined with its special 
windproof fabric, guarantee comfortable protection. The 
latest-generation front membrane not only protects 
against the wind and offers the benefit of a water-
repellent treatment, it also ensures optimal insulation. A 
two-way zip guarantees easy access to the rear pocket, 
at the same time enhancing internal ventilation, while 
the improved elastic mesh at the rear has been made 
even more breathable to keep you dry without getting 
too hot. 
 
The light and ultra-practical PSN Windproof Jacket is 
made from latest-generation fabric that makes it 
breathable and slightly waterproof. This garment is  
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particularly suited to protecting you from the cold and 
ensuring that you enjoy your ride, especially during 
unexpected changes in the weather or after a hard 
climb. A two-way zip guarantees easy access to the rear 
pocket and enhances internal ventilation. This jacket is 
particularly suited for wear over a long-sleeved jersey, 
giving you freedom of movement and protecting you 
against the elements. 
 
The Alpha Gilet 
The Alpha Gilet is made from Polartec® Alpha®, a 
patented fabric that’s extremely insulating and 
technologically-advanced. The elasticated, protective 
fabric guarantees a constant temperature, better 
ventilation during intense effort, and eliminates moisture 
build-up. The Alpha® Gilet has been designed to meet 
every requirement when it comes to comfort. It’s suitable 
for any occasion and for the Autumn it comes tinged 
with new colours: orange and virtus red. 
 
The Prestige Thermal Jersey 
The Prestige Thermal Jersey is recommended for both 
mid-season and winter. Its pleasant fabric, composed of 
an internal thermo fleece, keeps your body warm and 
protected on the coldest of days. Improved wearability 
comes from a more ergonomic and comfortable fit both 
in the sleeves and chest while maintaining a close-fitting 
shape and unmistakable class. On the back are three 
generous pockets, simply finished and non elasticated, 
one of which is lined and fitted with an internal pocket 
with a zip with a waterproof cover to protect documents 
and small objects from sweat. 
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La Passione: a Digital-Native-Vertical-Brand founded in 
2015 from the vision of Giuliano Ragazzi and Yurika 
Marchetti, which places particular attention on 
fundamental values like high quality Italian 
craftmanship, in the service of contemporary, 
sophisticated, elegant and functional cycling clothing. 
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